Immunoaffinity extraction of a peptide modified by a small molecule.
We investigated the affinity extraction conditions required to isolate peptide fragments modified with small molecules using an antibody that has a high affinity for the target small molecule. Investigation of antibody conformation and the retention behavior of the modified peptides on an immunosorbent matrix demonstrated the importance in efficient extraction of both the dissociation of hydrophobic interactions and the breakdown of the antibody conformation. Hydrophobic interactions, which anchor the small ligand to the paratope, were retained even when the three-dimensional structure of the antibody disintegrated in an acidic solution. For efficient extraction of a target peptide modified by a small molecule, it is therefore important to use an acidic solvent containing an organic modifier such as methanol at a concentration greater than 40% (v/v). We demonstrated the feasibility of this immunoaffinity extraction by application of this procedure to the analysis of modified peptide fragments obtained from a digestion of human serum albumin. The peptide fragments were affinity labeled with chenodeoxycholyl adenylate for analysis of the chenodeoxycholate binding site. This purification method could isolate the low levels of modified peptide contained in the reaction mixture, despite the presence of appreciable quantities of unlabeled peptide fragments.